NOTABLE ESSAYS OF 2013 - 2014

When and Where You Are
_Tavinda Arshad_

Mentally Shaking
_Verena Bablsen_

Mirror Mirror
_Ella Barnes_

The Organics of Inspiration
_Jonathan Ben-Menachem_

Stalemate
_Yoni Benyamini_

The Script
_Kenny Ganiswarna_

Above and Beyond Time
_Qinyi Gu_

Dancing in the Dark
_Maddie Hill_

Make It With Eyes Like Mine
_Abigayle Horvell_

Certain Uncertainties
_Zain Javaid_

Oyster Shell
_William Martin III_
Deconstructing “Boum”  
*Douglas Overbeck*

Tom’s Nighthawks  
*Susannah Perkins*

The Illusion of Innocence  
*Futaba Shioda*

A Denial  
*Megan Steiner*

I Have Seen  
*Megan Steiner*

Rembrandt Paints a Canyon  
*Maria Stojanovic*

Meaning in the Madness  
*Darby Weyland*